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learning environment in the classroom definition impact - as a member you ll also get unlimited access to over 75 000
lessons in math english science history and more plus get practice tests quizzes and personalized coaching to help you
succeed, why the white brain matters dana foundation - because white matter disorders can be mild and reversible
however the prognosis is more optimistic than for gray matter disorders most notably the dreaded dementia of alzheimer s
disease in which cortical cell bodies synapses and receptors are destroyed by the disease, reproductive cycles of
animals video lesson transcript - as a member you ll also get unlimited access to over 75 000 lessons in math english
science history and more plus get practice tests quizzes and personalized coaching to help you succeed, best nootropics
for adhd add nootropics expert - depending on the severity of your adhd symptoms you may be able to use nootropics as
an alternative to prescription stimulants like adderall ritalin vyvanse and their variations i experimented for a year by using
nootropics in place of the 20 mg of ritalin i had been using 3 times a day for several years, topamax the drug with 9 lives
hormones matter - is topamax a wonder drug over the past week alone i have talked to several people about their doctor
visits each one of them had a different illness and each one of them was prescribed the drug topamax, creatine
supplement unbiased review on usage dosage - summary of creatine primary information benefits effects and important
facts what is creatine creatine is a molecule produced in the body it stores high energy phosphate groups in the form of
phosphocreatine, brain activity at the moment of death neuroskeptic - one of the experiences commonly reported near
death is seeing one s life suddenly appear before one s eyes in toto i was hit by a car as a child saw the car headed at me
at high speed go, things that are not superintelligences slate star codex - not the most interesting topic in the world but i
m posting it so i have something to link to next time i see this argument i talk about superintelligence a lot usually in the
context of ai or genetically engineered humans, the invention of moral narrative slate star codex - yes the manicheans
who divided the world into all good and all evil and who gave us our indispensible term manichean to describe a juvenile
belief in nuance free black and white narratives about the world
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